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Rimworld blight crop

RimWorld &gt; General Discussion &gt; Caretaker Detail Topics against Blight so there was light spread through four connected fields, destroying plants faster than I could cut them. How do you protect yourself for total cutting kills? Should I leave a gap between fields to prevent spread? Thank you! Note: This is only to
be used to report spam, advertising, and problems (unsatisfy, infighting, or roasted posts). For a guide to survival events, see Event Guide . Events driven by currently selected AI history history. They vary from daily incidents such as passer to contribution, in all attacks out on the colony. Most events occur with an
envelope icon that will appear down the right side of the screen. Other events will pose the game and pop up a window where the player has to make a choice. Some events can also occur on temporary maps. Generally, the color of the envelope will suggest the gravity of the event. Overall, blue envelopes denome good
events, white envelope denote neutral events, red envelopes denote threat and yellow envelope distorted malicious events. Clicking on an envelope will open up the message with a description of the event, and the option to either defer the notification or, where possible, go to the location of the event. Alternatively,
notification messages can be postponed without opening via right click. All event title portions in brackets below are variables. They can mention location, pawn and faction names, specific buffs or overflow, or even have countdown to the time variable events. Big Threats for strategies to defend against big threats, see
Defensive Tactics. For defense base construction, see Defense Structures. Enemy attacks these events can take place in Difficulty Basing Builder forwards. Commonly known as a raid, this event comes in many kinds. The size of a radish is determined by your colony's wealth, and the difficulty setting of the Storyteller AI.
It's possible for multiple radar to arrive at the same time, possibly to benefit the player if both raid them from their opposing faction. Mom raided by (relationship) mom! Different types of raid include: Raids attacks occur either across corners of the map or by drop pod. They can attack the colony immediately, or step
toward a time before they launch their attacks, allowing colonist time to take defensive positions, or contraattack. Mid-Base Attack A radio group arrives via drop pods directly to the player's base, leaving little time to prepare. Drop pods can lie across a roof or thin roofing, but not on top of the mountains. Sieges Sieges
typically has a partial grille to arrive and set up a small camping alongside the map and aircraft materials that have been approved to build a number of sand and mortar walls and a variety of mortar ships. They will fire on colonies, colony structures and any visitors or other raiders from their hostile factions, only stopping
food and sleeping. If the meals or ammunition are running low, more drops will have emerged for X-rays. Siege parties will abandon camps and any construction remains to attack the colony when siege weapons are destroyed or they suffer significant accidents. Once the attackers are all dead or retired, any remaining
provisions and objects from camps can be claimed, deconstructed and used by the player. It will slowly spawn pugs as well as produce more hiches. If you don't want it to infect the whole area, force you and destroy it. But be careful – points will be defending the puppies. Infestation will only span into an open space
beneath a mountain on top which is at a temperature greater than -17 Celsius. Certain steps can be done to prevent an infestation such as installing your own floors and walls, but it is not known if the chance to spawn can be eliminated entirely other than leaving possible space spots open to frezing temperatures. Hives
carry pod that fuel for 20 days (as long as they're installed) and can be reinstalled or sold. Hives Jelly Bug Products. This is the primary food source for the growing swarm. Each active verif will replicate every day some games (depending on difficulty), and the veteran of insect produce will dig themselves from wherever
they stuck in. It is possible for bugs to dig enough empty space to fall back home and cave ins hit other insects, vessels and jelly. One user noted on Cassandra struggling classic Rough, the infestation stopped rebuttal of 30 movements each with 6.1 haters average, leaving 183 insects various fights. Too deep: Infested
at 1.0, when using a deep exercise, you can dig into a bug group, which will wake up and attack your colony. This event is slightly different in that it doesn't spawn a link, can reach out and typically doesn't spawn as much bug as infestation game of late. It seems to happen only to deep drills now that are being used.
Manhunter packs this event can take place in Base Builder difficulty on this. Note that it will show packages even if only one animal occurs. A package of human-hunting animals has entered the area. They will roll up the region, hunting for expensive immanoid. If they see a colonist running behind a door, they will try to
beat the door. They can also attack visiting traders, perhaps injuring your good will and this faction if they manage to kill a trader (though traders down can save for a bonus will bonus). Manhunters will leave the area in a few days. A manhunter package contains 40 more points allocated to waving haters than an ordinary
raid (i.e. a manhunter package is 40% larger than a standard raid), and animals from manhunter packs will be congressged around your base for anywhere from 24 to 54 in-game hours before they're all left. While this is a negative event, it can be turned useful for taking as injured animals can heal and take off afterwards
(manhunters down will lose their manhunter status), and dead animals can be wounded in for congestion, if there are still active manhunters nearby just wait until they're asleep. You will have to shortly before chap starts to push, depending on their climate and rotation rules. Boars, Wargs or anything that runs faster than
a basic human can be very seamless to deal with even with moderate settlements that are well defended because they can easily emerge humans, and they all typically occur in very large numbers meaning they can easily be overwhelming a colony. Explosive creatures, especially boomalopes, are discussed easier to
deal with in larger numbers as dog reactions can easily occur because their large 3-square blast rays, meaning that even packages beyond 40 boomalopes can try to deal with by half a dozen people armed with automatic weapons. Psychic Wave A psychic wave is a pounding of psychic energy that instantly drives all
members of a species into the crazy wild locales, resulting in attacking the nearest person, and any animals happening to be standing in their way. A psychik wave is not to be laughed at – most of the wild animals at RimWorld is quickly, and can close the gap in a colony before they can be found in a second shot, often
leading to the colony being overwhelming. Special events may have conditions or only occur during certain circumstances. Regarding: Launch the ship this event appears on completing the Starflight Basics search project. This is a simple reminder about the dangers of power up the reactor of ships once built. Once
turned on, that number of radish will greatly increase for the next 15 days. Old Main Hazard article: This ancient event is related to map generations and cannot be displayed on every map. It can happen more than once per four. As (Colonist name) draws near the ancient wall a sense of overcoming it. (S) It's not sure
why, but(s)it feels this dust structure can have great danger —messages that appear when the first colony markets near an approaching colonist approaching an area that came off the map partially or completely below a mountain with one or more of the following : gatosep ancient cryptopslep, insects and cabbage,
mechanism or treasures. Open at your own risk by going up a hole in the wall or deconstructing a section. The cryptosleep gatosleep usually have humans, but may also have megascarabs or to be empty. Opening or attacking any cake will cause everyone else to open at least. The spaces inside the cake may or may
not die. If alive, they may or may not be hurt, or armed and hostile. It's even possible to pawn out unable in violence to enlist attacks. If they are not hostile and can walk, they will try to escape. Any living space inside captured and recruited, usually with a low recruiting percentage is hard. Ancient structures can include
other treasures such as psychic shoots and pulse. Lisiferium can be found in these buildings. Pod people sometimes carry plasteel, components, and gold. Cake can be declared and used or of the colony. The friends of this event can only happen if you're getting with at least another faction. Allied factions can send
planes to help you when mutual enemies appear, such as ships, manhunters or insectoide. These combatants can especially ask through the commune console in a hit in relation, or the fact the Ally can send them on their own at no cost to their relationship. They won't help against factions that they are not hostile to
them. Keep in mind that friendly fires will damage your relationship with the faction helping. On the other hand, saving those down will improve their relationship. Friends have a strength of around 150 – 400 points, not enough against mid-last game raid on their own. Still, they can add a little for firefighters with the help of
the enemy's distracting. Tour offers for guidance on the event's survival, see World Kests Guide #Journey offers. The boat that still spawn in a tour offers events. This event can only occur once per playthrough. Due to the distance requirement and where your colony is on the world map in regards to the portion of the
generated globe, it may not have the opportunity to happen if your colony is near the center of a small map. A friendly Ai is transmitted where a hidden boat is far from which can help you save the planet. To board the boat, you need to send a caravan in the long distance to get to it. The ship passed from 200 to 800 tiles



away, with a trend to spawn as far as possible. With 100% world products, it will usually spawn on the other side of the planet. If during world creation you generate a 30% map with countries near the map center, you can exclude yourself from this minimum tile 200. Once you reach the location of the boat, you'll find a
boat with 18 crypto-pods and all the necessary structures, which can suffer from different degrees of damage. The boat reactor is hibernating and will need 15 days to power up, and will attract plenty of dangers during this stage, so you'll need bunker lift, it builds your defense, and you have plenty of space to build a full
base with the map size of a regular colony. After 15 days the ship is ready to launch, and you can choose to leave or stay for whatever reason. Besides using the existing parts, you can also choose to expand the ship to accommodate more of your colony, but you'll need to carry the necessary materials. The man in
black when your colonies cannot defend themselves, a stranger can join the colony to help. As the names indicate, men in black come in a series full of black clothes. They also come wearing a baggy vest and still carrying a gun. However, the skills and features are completely randomly randomly. This event seems to be
triggered only when all your columns are down to your base. The man in black won't appear on the temporary maps producing questions for world questions. However, if all your survivor panels are down elsewhere, it is possible for those in black to appear your base. (Test necessary to see how these events are affected
by allowing multiple settlements in the scenario editor.) Before 1.1.2618 it is possible to find a man in black who is a passive, emapable of caring, etc., who should thus be in limited use in a colony where all panels are descended and injured. Outpost destroys R.I.P. some faction of pirates, nobody will miss you. This is
the notification that triggers when you successfully undo all hostile humans in a base of enemies after invading them (not counting turrets, which need to be neutralized separately). After that you have 24 hours to take any prisoners (there are usually at least one suitable building to turn into a cell), treat the wound, pack
up and leave. Faction defeat you should destroy all bases in a faction, the notification will say that since you just destroyed the last base faction, the faction no longer exists. You can always see the faction undo in the menu, and it will show 'Undo' below it. They will not send any radishes, nor will they send caravans.
Destroying all the attackers and befrinding all other factions will make mekanoids the only threat left for all future treatments. This event can only occur if a colonist in you have been captured by another faction. Another faction captured one of your fishermen somehow and will release that coloniste w... for a price.
Common methods for capturing your colonies include fulfilling down colonism while retired from a radi or down an entire caravan. The offer will be good for 24 game hours. If paid, the colonist will immediately be on your boarding boundary or you must send via drop pod. Reactor ready You have completed the 15 day
warm up period to start a boat reactor. If the rest of the necessary boat parts are being built, it can now be launched. Raids and siege will be released considerably after this period is over. Refugees chased through (Settlement) this event will not be triggered if your faction does not have hostile relationships with any
other human faction. Faction strips should always be hostile since any attempt to improve relations with them is neglected by design. When this event triggered a window appearing to declare that an individual calls you through nearby radios, seeking refuge from a hostile faction for you and chase them. The player can
select 'Offer security' or 'Ignore the message'. Ignoring the message will end the event. Security offerings will pass the person as a colonist to the map that continues towards the colony. A short time (a delay between 1,000 ticks (16.67 circles) and 2,500 ticks (41.67 circles), the pursuing faction reaches the form of a raid
entering the map where the refugee appears. Raids up this way are 35% stronger than usual. Still, those running backs are also potential colonists if they are captured and recorded. The refugee immediately becomes a new colonist. They are usually armed wrong and dressed. The roof's back broke this event only
happens if is broken by the roof of the collapse. Otherwise, it's only a notification. All roofs must be supported by a constructed wall or stone of 6 space and section roofing journey in between itself and which walls. If either of these conditions change such as across mines, an explosion or demolition, then the roofing will
collapse. Note that falling roofs beneath a mountain can instantly kill any pawn unfortunate enough to be crushed. If demolishing a building, it is recommended to use the Remove Roof Tools to remove the roof before deconstructing the walls. The trauma of this grassland event only has a 12 chance to trigger on one of
your colonies receiving a brain injury. A colonist suffered a brain injury and found great ability in him at the cost of others, such as increasing manipulation while losing the ability to talk and hear. He also restored the brain to full functioning despite the crash.Zztt... This event can happen whenever a conduct may have the
energy flow of it. The conduct may suffer a fault, resulting in short circuit and starting a fire. If any batteries are connected, the fault will also disfigure all powers stored in the process, increasing the size of the explosion. Batteries without connecting (via a switch or network power separate) will not be affected. A battery
not connected to any conducts will only be Zztt if it is unprecedented and gets wet from rainfall or snowing. The amount of stored power directly affects the size of the explosion, up to a maximum of 15 squares of diameter from a total of 90,000 wd stored. The explosion can damage any nearby structures, items and
settlements, as well as cause fires. The section of power conduct where it was conducted is often destroyed, cutting off power to anything the past it last season, unless there is another path for electricity to flow. Power networks that include batteries only and no conduct will not experience Zztt. (Unless the battery gets
wet, as described above.) Power Networks including only conducts will contain only a fire on the title one containing the conduct where Zzt held there, since there is no stored power to be ejected. Modestly-sized battery banks that were enclosed by rock walls and switches are useful in order to safely use batteries and
conducts in the same network. A wounded animal's revenge will go mad and target anyone who wounds him. When you choose an animal to be hunted, the game will notify you if it has a chance of revenge and what the rate is. Occasionally, all members of the nearby packet into the animal space can begin attacking the
non-predatory animals, such as muffalo, only attack characters until they descend. Also troubleshooting the types of avenged attacks it is possible for a panel to descend in this way there are only bruiss that leave them in no immediate danger. However, it is also possible for a panel to receive serious injuries that will kill
them faster, or even to be consumed predators avenge them if they are hungry. Women (Animal) When this event happens, a single random beast on the card is crazy driving. Like with the psychic wave, the oven beast will charge towards the nearest human, attacking any other animal or obstacle (doors, etc.) in its way.
This event is particularly dangerous if a Boomalope or Boomrat turns, as they are blown over death and the milk can also seriously catch up to an unmodifed person regardless of very harshness. Usually Animal Disease (type) One or more of your animals will become sick and will need to rest to receive treatment. Build
some sleeping spot animals in their area to get treatment. Bad will you've done something of anger another faction bad enough that they are now hostile to you. This can happen if you arrest an action member of them, steal one of the caravans or if they take too many friendly fires out of your colony, among other
reasons. Badwill: Friendly traders face a mekanoid raid, lose limb and turn against the player T. Beavers! An alphabet band of wood full music appears at the edge of the map. They'll always eat trees and saguaro capabilities they can reach (including any you're agricultural) until they consume them all, unless you
eliminate them first. It is recommended to carry more than one exterminated colony if you choose to. If a deadly alphabet turns manhunter, it is possible for nearby alphabets to become manhunters, which can turn beaches individually weak into a small host of killing machines. As of 1.0, the incident now only occurs in
byomes and swift plants but it is now unclear what these biomes are. Breaking a couple split, complete with the Attitude and Social Sanctions for both settlements. Birthday characters find a disease related to age like a bad back or cataract. They can be healed using the wicked serum, or some can 'heal' by replacing the
affected parts with bionics. Due to age or pre-existing health conditions, they may also have a heart attack. Crop markers with an indicator above them. A great crop light on some of your crops. Crops markers won't grow or yield anything when harvest, and can spread the light to other nearby plants while slowly dying. To
stop light, the affected plants need to be manually chosen to cut or burn. The light starts at Seth 10, about 20% of your plant (40% of the first affected plants witnessed in April 2019). It will progress slowly once the plants are infected, and once it reaches the 28 it can spread to nearby plants within a 4-tile ray. Dvilstrand
mushrooms or any other plant with a 15-day period or longer growing period are immune to lit. Crashed pirate parts for help guides, see Defense_structures #Crashed_ships. A large piece of an ancient boat crashes nearby or in the colony, scashing pieces and debris. They have several negative effects on the map. To
stop the effect, destroy the part of the boat by manually attacking it. Above however, mekanoids will come out to defend him. The size of the group relies on story difficulties and wealth settlements. Both boat parts drop 100 steel, 35 plasteel, 9 steel short flags, 4 components and 1 advanced component once destroyed.
Boat parties of either type will change the time around them in snow, even in wilderness in the summer. The poisonous ship poisoned kills all wild or domestic plants in an expanding circle, eventually reaching the entire map. Don't confuse this with the killing plant aura present on both poison ships and psychic boats. The
poison kills crops randomly, including plants grown in bathtub hydroponics. The affected areas will ultimately have dramatically reduced the chance to mature simple crops, and slower crops will end nearly impossible to grow. Psychic sank a pirate party with a core terrain Ostile AI on the map, and projects a negative
psychical drone affecting the attitude of everyone on the map. It's starting to low and grow phased most of the longer it stays. Therefore, it should be destroyed as quickly as possible. Colonists with psychic characteristics can benefit or suffer more of its effects. The ship's AI is also capable of emitting psychic vessels that
can drive a colonist into an immediate mental break, or nearby creatures of insanity. Drone intensified if left alone long enough, the drone emitted from a psychik crash ship will get worse as time goes on. The daily 2.5 beehive gets stronger, from -12 attitudes at the beginning up to -48 after 7.5 days. Death: (Pawn) One
of your pants died without intentionally. Slaughtering an animal or euthanizing a colonist or prisoner will not produce this event. They will now need to regularly take this medicine or suffer the effects of their withdrawal. See here for tips on addictive fighting. Cold misses a cold menen to make the temperature of a colony
drop for several days. It only happens when summer temperatures the map is greater than 0°C and less than 15°C. Settlements will complain about the cold, especially sleeping in it if the rooms were not properly centre-backed. While this is generally good for article preservation, it can kill off crops, influence colonist
attitudes and cause Hypothermia if colonies or animals stay in non-heated areas for an extended time. It also renders most of the plants in the inedible area (unless it reaches the warmer areas in which some plants are still educational), potentially causing animals to die and wild people to leave the map. With no other
source of food, wild predatory cases attack colonies and taking animals while out. Snow can also occur, filing thick snow that can slow outdoor movement significantly. Jackets, dusters, parkas and tuques provide cold isolation for settlements, protecting them while awake, though they don't prevent attitude loss attitudes
caused by sleep in cold areas. Disorders (Type) Several of the disease will crack. What diseases are infected and depend on the biome. The number of infected depends on the disease and the cruelty of the story. Non-blunt injuries, treated or not, also have a chance to get infected. The chance depends on the quality of
treatment and cleanliness of the environment. Animals can also catch infections at a greatly reduced rate compared with humans. Note that you will still get this notification even if your penoxycyline blocks your colony from affirming an illness. Overshadow one of your rimworld moon moves in front of this rimworld sun
and shaded this colony section of the planet. During this eclipse, solar generators stopped producing power and outdoor crops standing growing. This could be disaster for a colony depending on solar power. Make sure you have the power and food stored for times like these, or an eclipse that has been coupled with an
aid could be the death of an unprepared colony. Flashstorm A locates, intense lightning in one area of the map. Causes major fires. Clicking the envelope icon offers the option to go to the location where the hits will be. It also has side effects in disabling rains. It affects an area with a rays between 45 and 60 titles, and
while active lightning will hit between every 320 ticks (5.33 circles) of 800 ticks (13.33 circles). Once it finishes no more rain may fall until 30,000 tick (8.33 min) has passed. Heat Wave A heat wave swept the colony, driving out extremely high temperatures for several days. It only occurs when summer temperature is at
least 20°C. The biggest colony risk of the event will fail to freeze due to insufficient cooling, and heat congestion in colonies and animals. It is often necessary to instantly build passive fees to deal with the heat. Only the best summer clothes (cowboy hats and dusters made of camel hair, meat and panthera flour) might
allow your colonies to always work out. Suitable clothing won't avoid debuff attitudes of sleep in the heat. Settlements will complain about the heat, especially when sleeping in it, if the rooms aren't quite chilly. Additionally, things could turn into fairly cooling freeze. There is also a chance for a fire to randomly appear on
the map that can quickly spread. Some animals will leave the map if the temperature is too far outside their comfortable range. Visiting settlements and traders will also leave. Hostile: (Faction) Relationships with an extended union or a saving tribe will decline over time. If they discover under -75, then the factions will
become hostile to you until your relationship increases to at least 0. (Mental breaks type): (Coloniste) One of your columns or prisoners had it and has a mental break. During this time, the afflicted colonists will be effectively available, will not perform settlements work and cannot be drag. Doors will be used forbidden and
items. Colonists or prisoners with a break may cause more problems to or others, depending on the type of break. They can attack others or animals (including dangerous people), wander to a firefighter, set fire, get out of their bed when they need medical treatment, etc. Troubleshooting the nature of the mental break,
there are several ways to handle the situation: the person's wall – this is only possible if they wander to a suitable place. Try to get the arstations. They'll possibly resist and need to beat them down, causing accidents. This will also give them a fairly debuff attitude (I was crafted!) after you released them into prison. Wait
for the situation. The mental break immediately ends when affects the collapse covered under fatigue (low breaks reach zero). If the person is trying to go on a possible dangerous medicine, you can try to keep the drug in question from their reach (burn it, take it on a caravan, the enclosure stockpile with walls; some
modes allow you to pick up items directly, which is the easiest way, albeit seats to deal with that). A villain but sometimes effective solution if you only have a small amount of the drug in question is to create a critical-priority stockpile on a far edge of the map, then there is another haulin colonist there. The long market for
it to go to the stockpile will sometimes allow the mental break to end before the panel has consumed any drugs. After the break ends, the affected person will get a substantial attitude breath of +40 (Catascosia) that lasts several days. This usually, effectively, makes them immunity from more mental breaks for the
duration. If you suspect another outage will happen after the catastrophy is completed, be caution while the colony is still controlled (for example, put them in a cryosleep cake). (No): Attacks that a character or took animals suffer a heart attack. Characters are looking for a medical bed or bed to ranking them for
treatment. Animals will return to the nearest empty bed or sleeping place. Doctors will then continue to try to rise to the victim, using medications if allowed and unavailable. During a heart attack, humans or animals can fall without knowledge or even die if not treated in time. Heart attack Overdose: (Colonist) One of your
colonists or animals too much by taking too much drugs in a small amount of time and potentially permanent damage or death could happen. (pawn) striking traps One of animal colonies or animals who have resigned on one of your traps and managed to snare it. This can only happen if your colony or animal is forced to
tiptoe into an armed mine field when no alternative path is available. (Predatory) Hunt (Pawn) A predatory wild aimed at one of your colonies or animals for slaying and eating! You may want to find this colony or pet for safety. Drafted settlements will defend themselves. To defend your animals if there are enough
distances, the areas are safe. Otherwise, move a manufactured colony of fire onto the predatory. Prisoner of prisoners was tight of a They somehow defeat the gate range and can fetch weapons, fight, or try to escape. Prisoners are more likely to try to be discouraged when they are not happy, much and healthy.
Prisoners who can't walk can't leave their beds rescued. Since prisoners are technically part of the enemy faction, friends are engaged. This is useful if you need to have a bigger break, even if the use of firearms means they have a higher chance of prisoners right to kill the prisoner. The recapture of the prisoners has
escaped from factions that have turned friendly since prisoners were originally captured will not affect the relationship with this faction. Psychic drone 'Drone' in this case does not refer to the Unmanned Corridor vehicle but instead produce a low-pitched hum or buzz. A psychical beehive affects all settlements in a gender
randomly selected sex, providing a great negative attitude. The drones can vary from gravity, from low (-12 attitudes) to high (-30 attitudes). Settlements have no choice but to endur it as the origin point is off - the map. Highly psychic sensitivity may be a major factor in the threat posted by this event. There's also a
positive version called psychic soothe. Animals are not affected. Slammed proposal after two characters fell in love, one of them proposing marriage but is turned down, causing the couple to break up. Proposed one suffers an attitude penalties -18 for 25 days. They may accept another bid in the future if they meet. Note
that a later proposal, acceptance will not remove the attitude effects of the previous ones, reject them. Solar Flare Solar Flare cause all electric devices to stop working for the duration of the event. Settlements that rely on defensive tourels will become vulnerable to the brushes. Settlements and walk-in freeze will have
cool to stop working, causing any unavoidable goods to start iced if hot outside. If you have a wood-cooking stove or loop available, it is possible to save at least some peritable by quickly cooking in food, extend their shelf life. Heating and cooling will stop working. If outside temperatures are currently outside these
survivor crop temperatures, green crops will be quickly killed unless loop or passive cooling are built immediately. The colonists will be at risk of heating or hypothemia if living in a biome with extreme temperatures and temperature control devices are not building enough fast. Crops grown in hydroponic bathroponic will
rapidly die regardless of the temperature. It recommends to quickly harvest any crops that can't be saved before they die. Trade ships occasionally can occur during the event, and it's wise to check out the Comms Console or risk getting them left off notifications while unaware of their presence. Because the solar flare
event is short, most of the effects these advertisers are limited and often managed. It's 0.15am to 0.5 days long. Toxic toxic A chemical fire so far releases a dip of poison over this whole region that will slowly from the atmosphere. It will last for anywhere in a few days in an entire season. Toxic toxic is a dangerous event
that can cause serious long-term damage to your colony if kept without prepared or not handle appropriate. Toxic toxic causes toxic builds of anyone or creature not under a roof; spend time under a roof reducing the building. Large builders can permanently ill panels with dementia or eventually a carcinoma if it advances
far enough (40% gravity on direction). Dementia is only treated with a cured wick serum, can carcinomae be removed surgically. All plants including crops will be enraged during the fall. Outdoor crops can be maintained under roof; they will eventually rot, unless they have kept them growing under a sun lamp. Trees are
affected, which can lead to a wood shortage. Animals (both domestic and wild) are also affected by toxic construction, and will eventually die. This normally means that all wild animals on the map are laying out during the event. Animals killing with moderate or higher toxic builders will only leave rotten bodies that are not
suitable for consumption. Wild animal hunting immediately when the event happens to be able to constantly harvest them for food and materials. Otherwise cool homes left without a roof will also rapidly rot, though frozen. If you have domestic creatures that you cannot eat under one roof, it is able to release them for
short periods of time letting them roast in the open. Another visible tactic is to send unknown animals over a caravan, if the season allows them to be grined. This will protect them from the toxic toxic, and does not require you to feed them manually. A notification will appear once the collapse has been suspended.
Colonists accompanying Dementia to 80% extreme levels once moved to a safe place, animals will need up to 12.5 days to recover. Volcanic winter A supervolcano is far from popping and starts millions of cubic kilometers of ash in the atmosphere. Ash in the atmosphere will record the sun. Temperatures will be
released and plants will suffer for the lack of sunlight. It could last in a few weeks, or it could last many months. Solar panel will produce less power, and natural plant growth will be slow. Volcanic winters also appear significantly reduced the inflow into wild (observed in a Temperature Jungle, 300x300, very few animals
came in during spring-summer when there would normally be many). This can easily lead to lack of meat and hunger if you don't have enough large farms for your colony. When the event finishes the message Most of the volcanic ash solved. Usually Good AI Core offers a non-organized faction that advises you that they
know where a core AI is located: a critical component for building a ship. They will want 1500 agents for that information. However, you can only make this request to the commune console and faction that has at least +40 relationships. Allied: (Faction) Relationships and Another Factions Are Raised +75 and you are now
allied with them. They can now help you against mutual foe. Ambrosia buds A plane of the mysterious bush ambrosia dropped nearby! If you wait for plants to grow, you'll be able to harvest delicious, fun, and slightly addictive fruit. A good way to recognize them is to draw a growing area on them, but prohibit littering. The
colonists will then automatically retrieve the logs when they are fully grown. (Animals) join Tamed Dogs or Farm animals to join your colony. (Animal) self-taking a random beast on the map becomes tougher, and immediately join the colony. You should probably check the pet tab immediately and assign the animal to an
appropriate area, unless you want to let it move unrestricted. Already taken animals that return to the colony can be self-tame. When they do so they keep all the training they've already had. Aurora Aurora lights up the night sky, giving a boost + 14% attitude to any who is out there watching. It ends in the day. While in
real life it only happens near the poles, on the rimworlds it can happen anywhere regardless of latitude. Cargo pods from time to time, cargo pods from fellow to the boat will fall out of orbit and land on your map. Each drop will have only one type of resource in a random amount. The rest of the pods become pieces of
slaves, which can be refined through metal uses into an electric smelter. The pod has a chance to collide in all of the houses in any building, damaging any nearby furniture, structure or any outcast being on. Haters now completely: (Faction) This notification will appear once their relationship has improved with a Hostile
faction enough that they will no longer be hostile. Common ways to improve relations include releasing prisoners from factions (which must leave the card safe to receive the bonus), having successful peace talks or giving gifts. The gift of (faction) occasionally, visitors from another faction can leave a gift for your colony
on leave. Migration reads: (Animal) A great band of animals happening in the area. They won't attack unless they are induced. This event only occurs in some biomes, such as Tundra. Inspiration: (Kind) One of your colonists had a mental inspiration and will do better at a certain skill. The inspiration usually lasts for eight
days. Inspiration can only be done if the colony is in a very good attitude. Works legendary one of your colonies generated an object of legendary quality. Wedding is over! A couple who have been together for a while will announce their engagement. The submission will take place some time in the future. This allows
players to have enough preparation time to build a Wedding Slot if they choose. If not, any Assemble seat will do. Any building table or fire loop by default is checked as a Assemble Place, but will be reversed by a Wedding assignment. When the wedding day arrives, it will take place regardless of the presence of the
entire colony. After the ceremony takes off a reception will follow with everyone drinking, smoking and eating if hungry. Getting married, as well as taking part in the wedding ceremony, provide a substantial, fairly long-lasting attitude to the colonists involved. This can be a great productivity boost, and leads to inspiration
across the colony. That's why it is often worth strategic having as many colonists as possible to be present when marriage takes place. Settlements that don't reach the meeting point over time, such as sleeping ones, contending fires or lying encompassing in bed, won't get the attitude out of the event. A quick and
unwind draft would be enough to force all columns that can go through. Colonists on caravan obviously can't go in. If the couple happens to be busy at the exact moment is taking place, for example, because they're charging a caravan, those who aren't members of the trade group will wait and do no work at all except for
lunch until the couple is back. This can cause characters to get binges and no wards or looking doctors out so prisoners can easily let the prisoners break out. The new lovers one character woos another into a romance and agrees to characters falling in love. Build them a 2 panel bed and allocate it so they can sleep
together. This avoids a refund of attitudes for both colonists and detentionally takes them something else. New recruiter You will get this notification whenever a warden succeeds in recruiting a prisoner. It also appears if a chosen transport pod crash is joining your faction. Part One of your colonies will cast a feast,
improving the attitude of all participants for some time and providing an opportunity for quick social exchange. They will usually have animals and smoking joints if available. Note that the player may have to wake up any sleep colonies such as night owls or otherwise distract other colonists from their work to attend the
party. An easy way to do this is by quickly drafting and unwinding them. The colonels will continuously find the empileur's attitude the longer they go to a party. Each fireplace adds +0.4 attitudes, last 10 days and fireplace up to 10 times. The part will by default happening around an item is checked as a Assemble Place,
such as a table or fire camp, but can be reversed by building a party slot. Similar to wedding ceremonies, characters who don't reach the part of time don't get their attitudes attitudes. If a help occurs during the holiday, the party will be cancelled with the message: The party is called. Psychical solitary When this event
triggers it to provide a positive attitude modifier (+16 for normal colonists) of all settlements in a gender randomly selected. The event lasts between 1.5 and 3.5 days. It can be regarded as the opposite of the Drone Psychic. The positive effect will be tagged by the cascading psychic helap. Be sure to remove them all
colonists for the duration of the event. Your complete request was to do what was requested by other factions and receive rewards closer to you (?) base across the pod very close to your buildings, along with an improvement in relationships. The reward will happen forbidden, so you'll have to un-forbidden it before your
colonies will hate it in. The pod can also crash into the back of your home, so be prepared to repair. (Types of Trader) This event without a faction mentions occurs when an orbital trading ship passes near the colony and you have a high-powered trade console. Players can spend money to acquire resources or weapons,
or alternatively sell resources or weapons to agents. You need to build orbital trading beacons so you can bear silver beam and items up to the ship to actually carry out transactions. You can still check the items for sale even without them however. (The type of trader) from (Faction) This event and the faction name
mentioned means traders are earthy. Caravan trader from other non-organized factions can stop by your settlements, if especially asked through the console commune of a striking good will or randomly on their own with no penalties. Hauling pod crashes rarely, a transport pod will crash land nearby with an occupation
down. Transport pods have lost space or members of other faction. Before deciding what to do to handle, it is a good idea to check which factions are part of. If the Transport Pod victim is a non-affiliated spacer or a member of a friendly faction or spying, you can rescue them if you have a medical bed available. If they're
a member of a hostile faction, you'll need a jail bed without pachilling. Once healed, non-hostile accidental victims will either join your colony from recognition or walk away from returning to factions. Non-hostile return of the colonies will be given a bonus. Capturing a member of a non-hostile faction will turn them hostile.
If you don't do anything with the injuries not serious, it is possible to stand on their own after a while and leave the card. For Spacers, there are no bonus faction bonuses for recovery or releasing them and there are no attitude penalties for letting undesirable candidates die, as long as you don't take them first. A near-
guarantee way to recruit them is to take rather than save them. Recruiting rates are usually low and this will train your ward's social skills as well. For non-hostile faction members, you should always rescue them. This gives them a chance to join your faction, but most likely they'll just let once heal, raising good will. Since
you saved him/her. Character alongside your band! Wander join a random colony to reach out to a map and join the colony immediately. Like most events involving others, the up has a chance to be related to an existing colonist. They'll most likely be naked, so there are some depressed clothes ready just in case.
Notification: A villager named (name) has arrived and is joining the colony. Wild (tall) man up in a random person with no faction in your colony and will be geographic on the map. You have the option to tame this person as well as their capture and recruit them. Sometimes, they may not be able to resist the loop pepper in
nature and can fall without consciousness (ex: Toxic Fallout, extreme temperature), allowing you to rescue them like transport pod victims. Wildlife enters without taming Affair Neutral Affair Somebody who has already married begins an affair with a single person. It is possible for your colony to be on the lovers who are
not members of your faction. Area revealing a hidden area was opened up on the map, with a suitable colored envelope regarding the nature of the reveal. It's often associated with opening an ancient hazard, which is usually easy to find due to their large rectangular form. It can also happen with buildings opening on
maps, whether free buildings resistant on a map or building openings during your own radio show. It can also happen when mining, usually by accident when straight lines are chosen to dig. However, sometimes entries in these areas can be seen on the map. Look along the corners of a mountain for one or more visible
corner blocks to face inside. Mining this section out can reveal new mineral wealth, new farmland, new animals, new threats... or absolutely nothing. Get in the direction of dealing corners, ... and open up an entire value. this area has a threat (leader) died: (Faction) This Alert uses the title of the idea in question. For
example, if boss in a lot of boats you will see 'Boss died'. Occasionally, the idea of another faction will die. The popup window will announce his successor. This will also happen if the idea personally comes to your base's raid and kill off in action. Killing an enemy faction leader will give a temporary attitude to the colony
that accomplishes this. Raid and presence of faction (Boss name) died / the new boss is (no) hostile leader to defeat (no) New (Leader): (Faction) Just as the Deceased Leader event, except this one occurs only when you have succeeded in both capturing and recruiting another leader's faction. The idea then inserts first
into the colonist bar, instead of last. The ruler of a hostile tribe was recruited into settlements. Meteorite A large meteorite struck was in the area. He left behind a lump of [material]. During daylight, a great shade will project on the ground that shrink as it closes in. Any colonists under the meteyowout have a while to
escape before they are broken by it, the title of the card will read: Meteorite (incoming). Rare Thrumbos two to six percent of the four corners, stay around for a while to eat anything they can, including your crops. The player can try to hunt or take them, both of them that are very hard. If no action is taken, they will leave
their own after a few days. Vintage Chunks this event doesn't have an envelope, but rather appears in the notification bar up to top, supposing what they think aren't your colony or your pens. One or more vintage luck fell off the map. They can be constructed for components and a small amount of steel. Rarely can be
short dots at roof, damaged structures near it. Very rarely they can land right on top of a colonist, killing them. The Beta 18 boat creates an explosion on landing. The strokes fall shadow on the ground, giving little time for settlements to move out of the way. This summer this event simply informs you that you are ill-
prepared for the winter. Grow some more food and get some hot clothes. Plan ahead for any additions to your colony during these seasons, including recruitment and animal-born. Travel visitors occasionally, one or more members of a friendly faction will arrive, just pass through. They will enter one corner of the map
and continue across the map. They'll be out the card on arrival at another corner. A draft colony can be directed to take (arrest) one of the travelers. However, which all faction will immediately turn hostile including any other traveler currently there, once the arrival colony reaches the target. Relationship relationship, in
this case is Fiancee. Normally this is not an event on its own, but rather an addition to other events involving other panels such as raid or volumes to occur. In any example of other immanoid visitors to your base, there is a chance that one or a few of the visitors or radios may relate to your existing colonists. Clicking the
event envelope will show the relationship. If the visitor's instance itself was an event, it will add (Relations) on the end of the envelope title. If the example would only have been a notification otherwise like other faction crossing your card, it will become a relationship event on its own. At 1.0,it's also possible for this event
to show up when you raid a enemy somewhere if a relative's life is there. Visiting(s) Friendly faction members can stop by your settlement. Occasionally, they will have some goods in trade. Such a regular vendor will be grinding on the player's colony for a while. Unlike a regular trader, they don't have much merchandise
with them, nor do they have as much money to buy your goods. Visitors possess no higher reason otherwise. Still, their patents could prove advantageous if the colony is attacked by a mutual foe while present. Sometimes there will be a particular visitor. In this case, the game will notify you of the backstory of that visitor.
Global incidents for a guide to survival of these events, see the Global Demands Guide. This notification starts attack will appear when a caravan has reached a selected settlement to attack. The opportunity camping villains some ruffians causing problems nearby and other factions will pay you their wipe. The bandage
camp will be time out and weaker than regular enemy bases. Destroy to increase good will by 8% and return a payment worth 2000 to 3000 worth of agents, whether it consists of items or money Caravan ambushed / (manhunters) While traveling, one of your caravans is attacked. The game will give you a mini card to
defend it. Attackers can be a faction of enemies lying in ambush or a manhunter rampaging your caravan pack unfortunately persevere on. Battle Caravan won this event will tell you whether your people have won their battle. This caravan has arrived at (Location) That's a simple notification that your caravan has arrived
at their destination. Caravan lost all human members to your caravan died, or were descended on a map of events. Anything carried by the caravan, including animals, will be lost in the wood. If the colonists were taken down but not killed during fighting human enemies, it is possible for some of them to appear later in an
inmate's request. Meeting Caravan by (Caravan ID) This is a pop up window rather than an event with envelope icon. While away from your base, your caravan can randomly meet other traders from the world who would be happy to trade with you. Of course, you also have the option of attacking them. Be careful, trade
caravans are usually well defended. Caravan ready once you've designated a caravan, you'll get this notification once all the columns, prisoners, animals and items have been reunited and left off the map. It is now ready to send to other settings or form another settlement of your own, if you have enabled multiple
settings in the game's environment. Karavan requires other friendly factions can make a special trade request to you. The popup will specify which goods they want, the price they will want to pay for them and the deadline they want are not. They can pay in agents or make a trade for a different item. They will usually pay
well over the standard price that these items would otherwise be. What good they want and how much of it can be checked afterwards by clicking on the asking colony on the world table. This event is most likely the most riches your colony has, up to 2x chances of 300,000 riches. Request a hostile faction approach your
caravan and ask you to give them items and hand over members as slaves. If you don't, they will continue to attack the caravan. You can see the numbers when prompted but about the items. Encompassing refugee requests [nope, adult background] in contact are faction your space on radio and help requests. He's
injured and unable to move. Without your help, he/she will die on day 2. It can be dangerous there, so be careful. The refugee will be anywhere from 2 to 13 tiles away from your base and will die between 7 and 15 days. For some unusual reason, the refugee is able to hold out longer than his bleeding rate would
otherwise be if he was present in your colony, so an immediate relief is no different than save moments before death. The entrance to this map will soon up any bleeding, however. Once you go off the map, there will be a refugee awaiting down. Right-click and select 'Offer help' on the refugee will recruit him. You have 15
days to save the refugee and wait for his wounds to heal. There are no attitude penalties to let a candidate the unrusirable colonies die as long as you don't recruit them first. The Opportunity Stash article (Time Stay) Another faction leader will tell you of the existence of a stash of articles on the map. Items will be often
caretaker and others will pick up the items first if you are not fast enough to receive them. Item stashes will be time between 10 – 30 days. They may have a demand item, 3 – 5 neuroiner mech serums, or anywhere between 5 – 9 non-demand items. The total value is around 2000 – 3000 agents. It's possible that the
stash generates with an initially hostile guard faction hostile to it, but repo will be triggered before your colony reach the stas will turn them friendly. Once the defenders are defeated, you'll have two and a half days before the game automatically reforms your caravan. The game will not collect the items for you, so you
must either pick up yourself and leave the card or manually reform the caravan. Peace talk a hostile faction leader decides to drop his weapons and offers to talk things out for once. The offer expires after 15 days if ignored. The ships will never tempt the discourse of peace. To participate, you'll need to send a caravan
and a capable bargainer. Once the destination arrives, the most capable negotiator in your caravan will continue to talk to the idea of hoping that improves relations. There are several results of the incident, each being a subvent of its own. Whatever the outcome, your negotiator will always get social skills. Peace talks
triumph peace talks have been very successful, given a significant increase in relations from 50 to 75. In addition, the faction will provide a gift worth between 500 and 1500 agents. Despite your triumph, if you don't manage to bring relationships above 0, they will still remain hostile. This has a base weight of 0.1%. The
peace disputes were a success, and the relationship between factions was heated somewhat, from 25 to 75. This has a base weight of 0.55am. Peace talks funding the talks neither success nor a failure, and their relationship remains unchanged. This has a base weight of 0.2%. Peace talks turned peaceful disputes
back, and relations had gotten worse than they began, from two -10 to -50 relations. This has a base weight of 0.1%. The disaster of peace talks failed to miserably that the faction hates you very much now, with a -25 to -75 damage in relation, as well as immediately turning hostile if they haven't already. In addition, the
faction additionally sends an attacking group after parties to your negotiations. This has a base weight of 0.05am. The chances of the actual results depend on Politico's status of negotiating power, after going through a simple curve. To do that, the game calculated the wrong result factor, in the first negotiator. At 0%
power, the wrong result factor is 4%. At 100% power (healthy, 10 Social), the wrong result factor is 1. At 150% power (health, lvl 20 Social), the wrong result factor is 0.4%. The new weight of each result is calculated after that. Triumph = 0.1* (1/Bad Factor Result) Success = 0.55* (1/Bad Factor Results) Flounder = 0.
Backfire = 0.1 * Bad Factor Factor Result = 0.05 * Bad Result Factor Sum the sum of the new weights then calculate. Finally, the probability of each result is calculated: The probability of each result = New Weight ÷ Total of Weight Sample Takes a level 15 social negotiating as an example: The power diplomacy is 125%,
corresponding to a bad result factor of 0.7%. New weight of each result, in 3 d.p.: Triumph = 0.1* (1/0.7) = 0.143 Success = 0.55* (1/0.7) = 0.786 flounder = 0.2 Backfire = 0.1*0.0. 7=0.07 Disaster=0.05*0.7=0.035 The total sum of new weight calculated: 0.143+0.786+0.2+0.07+0.035=1.234 Finally, probability every event,
2.p.p.: Triumph = 0.143/1.234 = 11.58% Success = 0.786/1.234 = 63.69% Flounder = 0.2/1.234= 16.2 1% Backfire = 0.07/1.234 = 5.67% Disaster = 0.035/1.234 = 2.84% Prisoner Rescue requires a prisoner to lock up in a hostile faction dishes a radio and call your faction for help. You can send a caravan to save the
prisoner. Once they've arrived, they'll get an enemy apos and a revealing cell containing food and their prisoners. To save the prisoner, a colonist must reach it or read, if by your column entering the cell (claims the first door for easy entry) or up a hole in the wall, and then offer help. If help isn't offered, the prisoner won't
be free, even if the cell is destroyed. The event will expire if ignored. Successful mineral notification events found to limp to resource precious this event can only occur once the long-range scanner is built, powered and being used. Your long mineral scanner has found a bump in precious resources nearby, depending on
the resource it puts them. We don't know who or what - if anything - might guard him. Minerals are usually armed either by boat or a manhunter package. Once colonists arrive at the place, they will be a temporary map with the precious resource ball in the middle. After arrivals and defeat to all enemies, you have 10 days
off the ball to me and anything else around him. Before your colonies reach it, the ball lasts for 30 days (or forever before 0.19/1.0). Requests not available a world request already cannot be made by your faction. This occurs with demands such as drying out an enemy device due to reasons such as making peace with
this enemy's faction. Relief join should you succeed in saving a prisoner or offering help to an encompassing refugee, he or she will immediately join your faction. These sub-events are not event requests on its own, but can occur during other global events such as refugees encompassing or Item Stash opportunities.
Ambush foe can enter the AFC East shortly after your colony arrives or suddenly appears near the target when your pawn draws close to it. It's even possible for cattle to lie in wait. Mekanoid Sleep When the map generates, sleep mechanics will be presented near the goal. Going too close will wake them up, making
them attack. While at present, you can't manually reforme the caravan as the game notifies you that there is hostile to the area, but you can still leave at the corners. Games end when these happen, they signify that your game has ended, one way or another. Game about what happens when all your colonies are either
dead, missing or left on the planet. The game will display a UI that says that everyone goes or dies, and allows you to return to the main menu or continue to play. He also said that someone can find a usage for your base collision. Should you decide to continue playing, the events will continue to occur, which could affect
the base loss, but not anyone. You can strike odds with rolling 'Wander merge' or 'Refugee Events' run, giving you a colonist rebuild from. Welp, time to start a new game I guess... This event can only occur by configuring the start scenario. When it happens, the screen will fly in white, and a message will show that the
planet is required by a planetkiller and that you didn't survive. Unlike your 'regular game on', you can't continue the game. Tight end games (including pemadeth) can continue from their last save, however. Events from previous versions are RimWorld. Animal death bondings in both of these events demise are
streamlined in the events #Death:_(Pawn) events. A beast with a bond of a dead colonist, affecting the colonial attitude negatively. Enemies can directly target your prey during attack. Enemies, turrets or even your own colony may even hit them intentionally during gunfire, especially animals trained for war and checked
to follow your draft colony to the Animals table. Wild predators can hunt and kill your animals, including even links. Bond animals can also fall into traps. It can even happen intentionally by killing, euthanizing or manually scrap and attacking the bond beast. Bail deceased animals that affect the owner's attitude. The early
master deaths both of these demise events linked to being simplified in the events #Death:_(Pawn) events. The invert of the death of a liaison. This time it's the owner who dies, in causes such as hateful enemies, diseases or big wild predators getting hungry. When this happens, any beast which is bondage to the master
will have a mental break. It can be a less dangerous one like a deadly heifer, or a more dangerous one as a broker's rage. This is one of the only situations where animals can have non-mental manhunter breaks. Outage: (Car) In previous versions, this was its own event. Now it's just a notification. One of your cars will be
crushed and won't work until repaired with a If this happens in a hydroponic belt, any crops in it will container and die unless repaired immediately. This only applies to vehicles using electricity. The Tornado A's tornado has touched down in this region, and it will continue to ravages over nothing in its ways. There is little
chance he can spawn through the map borders and eventually leave the map. Tonado swiftly dealing with any structure or item that is right under it. Any screw bottom will quickly receive scratch from the random objects on in the storm. Naturally shaped tonails besides their Beta 18. You can still use the Tornado
generator to spawn them in for defense purposes. Common Name Category Name Favourable Weather BeforeRepeat (day) Influench Disease varies by biome malaria Malaria Malaria varies to malaria varying malaria nutrients vary by biome of sleep sleep sleepingSickness disorders vary by biome of acute threat
RaidEnemy Raid 9.0 Bad 0 Mad Animal Animal Threat! (Animal Name) 1.0 VeryBad 1 Threat ShipPartCrash Ship Psychic 1.5 Bad 30 Threat ManhunterPack Manhunter Pack 2.0 Bad 15 Great Threat Infestation 2.8 Bad 20 Special Racial Friendly 3 Good 3 Good 0 AnimalInsanitysingle Threat Upset Animal 5 Bad 3 Bad
3 Bad Threat ColdSnap Cold Snap 30 Bad 30 Bad Heat Threats Wave 30 Bad General Bad beavers! 1 Bad 15 Gen Bad Eclipse Overshadowed 30 Bad 30 General Solar Bad Solar Flare 1.5 Bad 30 Gen 30 Gen Bad PsychicDrone Psychice Drone 1 Bad 30 Gen Bad ShortCicuit Zzz ... 1.2 Bad 15 Gen Bad Harvest Light
2.5 Bad 8 Gen 8 Bad ToxicFallout Toxic Fallout 0.25 Bad 180 General Bad VolkanikWinter Volcanic Season 0.11 Bad General TraderArrivalGeneral (Trade Type) 13 Good 0 General TraderArrivalSla Pirates Mer 4.5 Good 0 General Travel Good Travel 8 Good 0 General Visitor(s) 8 Good General Good nderJoin pander
Join 0.4 TreGood 0 General ResourcePodCrash Cargo Pods 6.0 Good General Good RefugeePodCrash Escape Pod 1.5 Good General Good Psychothe Psychothe Soothe 1.0 Good 30 Neutral Refugee Refugee Chased 2.5 Neutral 15 Weight per Biome Biome No Flu Plag Malaria SleepingSickness FibrousMechanites
SensorMechanites GutWorms MuscleParasites Arid Shrubland 100 100 0 0 30 30 60 60 60 Desert 100 100 0 0 30 30 60 60 Extreme Desert 100 80 0 0 0 30 3 0 40 40 40 Forum 100 100 0 0 0 30 30 50 50 50 Tundra 100 80 0 0 40 40 30 30 Ice Sheets 100 80 0 0 30 0 0 Seas 100 80 0 0 0 30 30 0 0 Temperature Forest 0



100 100 100 0 0 30 30 50 50 50 Tropical Rainforest 100 100 160 140 30 30 80 80 80 Time per biome (in days) Biome Name Mean TimeBetween Disease Flu Plague Malaria SleepingSickness FibrousMechanites Sensormech GutWorms MuscleParasites Arid Shrubland 60 228 228 0 0 760 760 380 380 Desert 80 304
304 0 1013.33 1013.33 506.67 506.67Tre 90 288 360 0 0 960 960 720 720 Boreal Forest 50 180 180 0 0 600 600 360 360 Tundra 80 256 320 0 0 640 640 853 33 853.33 Glas Fey 80 33.33 26.67 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 Rainforest 30 216 216 135 154.29 720 720 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270
270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 270 2
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